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PRESS
Raight-wing: Gazeta Polska, Nasz Dziennik, Gość Niedzielny, Rzeczypospolita, Uważam Rze,
Do Rzeczy, W Sieci, Wprost.
Left-wing: Gazeta Wyborcza, Newsweek Polska, Przekrój, Przegląd, Polityka, Fakty I Mity
Gazeta Polska
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A nationwide weekly on social, political and historical subjects, established in 1993. It is a
right-wing and conservative paper discussing mainly current social, economic and political
events. Considerable space is also devoted to subjects connected with the history of Poland
and the contemporary Polish foreign policy. It frequently carries articles on irregularities in
various walks of public life (e.g. corruption) and tackles the issues of decommunization and
security vetting of public officials.
Nasz Dziennik
A nationwide daily of the Catholic and national profile, has been published since 1998. The
initiator of founding the paper was Fr. Tadeusz Rydzyk. The paper promotes a right-wing
discourse, which combines the idea of national identity with radical Catholicism.
Rzeczpospolita
A nationwide news and feature daily of an economic and legal character and liberal conservative
profile. The main issue is divided into four parts: the main section carrying general news, economic
(Ekonomia i rynek), legal (Prawo co dnia) and regional (Życie Regionów). The general news
section publishes inter alia information on current political events in Poland and in the world,
commentaries and feature articles, opinions of expert, as well as cultural news. The Prawo co dnia
section focuses on changes in laws, while Ekonomia i rynek – on information about financial
markets, companies, current stock-exchange quotations and analyses of the economic situation.
Wprost
A Polish socio-political weekly, published since 1982, of a liberal conservative profile. The weekly
is associated rather with the right-wing orientation, although many of its authors are connected
with the left of the centre. The weekly organizes many contests and grants awards, such as the Man
(Woman) of the Year. It also publishes many periodical rankings, such as “List of 100 wealthiest
Poles’, “Ranking of higher schools” or “Ranking of hospitals”.
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Gazeta Wyborcza
A nationwide opinion-forming socio-political daily of a centre-liberal profile, published since
1989. It is considered to be one of the most influential and authoritative dailies in Poland. The
contents of Gazeta Wyborcza are supplemented with additional sections and separate thematic
supplements that differ depending of a day of the week and local edition of the newspaper.
Przekrój
A socio-cultural weekly published since 1945. Przekrój was one of the main culture-forming
factors in the times of the Polish People’s Republic. The editorial board of the weekly promoted
Western culture and good taste among its readers and was a “window to the world” for many Poles.
Newsweek Polska
A socio-political weekly, a Polish edition of American Newsweek. Published since 2001. It is the
only one of the Newsweek group which is not a reprint of the American edition.
Polityka
A Polish socio-political weekly, published since 1957, of a liberal conservative profile. It covers
political, economis, scientific and cultural events in Poland, Europe and the world, as well as
feature article and reportages. The weekly has a large group of contributors, including man people
with academic titles and well-known intellectuals, as well as numerous foreign correspondents.
TELEVISION
Left-wing: TVN Group, Polsat Group
Raight-wing: Telewizja Polska, TVP 1, TVP 2, TVP 3
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